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Lin Ziming smiled at the corner of his mouth, he was deliberately mad at
these foreigners.
It is true that Hua Guo has many people with inferiority in their bones.
When facing foreigners, they are particularly humble. Over time, they
develop the arrogant and arrogant attitude of this group of foreigners. But he
is not used to these foreigners. On the territory of China, it is the dragon
who is holding it, and the tiger is lying!
Smith was under the table with his fists clenched with kaba Kaba, but he
still held back, squeezing a smile and said, “Mr. Lin, I just asked you where
you learned it…”
He didn’t say anything in the last two words of Kung Fu, and Lin Ziming
suddenly said to Ning Yuning, “Oh yes, Miss Ning, just forgot to order a
braised lion’s head, you help me order it.”
“Huh?” Ning Yuning was stunned. She saw that Smith’s face was already
darkened and she was on the verge of getting angry. She felt very refreshed
in her heart. In fact, she also saw Smith not pleasing to her eyes. It was too
arrogant and arrogant. Nodded, and helped Lin Ziming add a braised lion
head.
As a result, Smith became even more angry. He was not a good-tempered
person, and now he is so angry that he is about to erupt!
Lin Ziming’s behavior can no longer be described as arrogant, but
absolutely defiant and contempt for them!
Connor’s eyes were cold. He stared at Lin Ziming coldly and clenched his
fists. If it weren’t for Smith’s face, he would have rushed over and beat Lin
Ziming to tears.
Lin Ziming turned around again and asked, “What did you just say? I can’t
hear you clearly.”
Smith gritted his teeth, he is really going crazy, why are there such arrogant
Chinese people!
He wanted to lose his temper very much, but he knew that Lin Ziming’s
identity was not simple. He was the chairman of Ziqiong Media, rich and
powerful. If he made the move first, then even if he was a foreigner, he
would be attacked by China. Legal sanctions, the best way is to fool Lin
Ziming and fight Connor in a ring.
So even if he was angry, he had to endure it, even squeezing a smile, and
said, “Mr. Lin, your hearing is really bad. I just wanted to ask you, where
did you learn Chinese Kungfu? ”
Lin Ziming still didn’t answer. He said, “I don’t understand the language of
your country. You still speak Chinese.”
by!
For three consecutive times, Lin Ziming played Smith like this. How could
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he bear it? He slapped it directly on the dinner table and burst out, “Damn
Chinese, you are too much. No one has ever dared to humiliate me like
this!” I am very angry, and the consequences are serious!”
Ning Yuning, Yu Qing and others were shocked when they saw Smith
furious. Wan Wanyan thought that the original good meal would become
like this.
Yu Qing quickly explained, “Dear Mr. Smith, please calm down your anger.
Chairman Lin doesn’t mean to despise you. He just doesn’t understand
English. I’ll just be the interpreter between you.”
Smith was stunned when he heard this. Can’t understand English?
He looked at Lin Ziming suspiciously, but at the airport that day, Lin
Ziming didn’t seem to understand English.
Lin Ziming said with a sullen face, “No need to translate. I don’t think these
foreigners have an apology, and there is no need to eat this meal.”
Yu Qing was stunned and quickly explained to Lin Ziming.
When Smith and the others saw Lin Ziming leaving, they were also a little
anxious, especially Smith. He specifically called Connor to come over to
avenge Lin Ziming. If Lin Ziming was allowed to leave, then his skill Not in
vain?
So he also stood up quickly, wanting to keep Lin Ziming.
“Wait a minute, Mr. Lin, why are you leaving? Didn’t you eat together?”
Smith said.
Yu Qing translated it to Lin Ziming and said, “Dong Lin, I think Mr. Smith
is very sincere. Or else you should stay and finish the meal? Is it okay?”
Lin Ziming said: “It’s okay to eat, he has to apologize to me first.”
When Yu Qing translated the words to Smith, he was so angry that he, such
a noble race, actually wanted to apologize to an Oriental?
But in this situation, it seemed that he wouldn’t be able to apologize, so he
had to gritted his teeth and apologized to Lin Ziming obediently.
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